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The B*G Slews
Bowling "Green State University

Bill aimed at raising student competency in 3 Rs
by Mary Dannemlller
atari reporter

The money and hours being spent
on remedial education at statesupported colleges and universities
is "getting out of hand," State Rep.
Donna Pope' (R-Parma), said
yesterday.
"Taxpayers are paying twice for
the same education" when they not
only pay for elementary and secondary education, but also when they
subsidize state universities' costs
for remedial courses teaching
skills that should have been learned
beforehand.

For this reason, she is the chief
sponsor of a statewide testing bill
which is currently undergoing
hearings supervised by the House
Education Committee.
Her bill, also known as the Pope
Plan, requires the State Board of
Education to develop and administer state tests for reading,
writing and arithmetic at various
grade levels, especially the 11th
grade.

SENIORS NOT meeting the
minimum competency level in any
one area, after being given four
times to pass, would receive cer-

tificates of completion Instead of
diplomas.
"I don't think we do students any
favor by promoting them to the
next grade just because they are a
year older. In fact, it's a great
disservice," she said.
This statewide testing approach
should assure minimum competency in each school system and help
students and prospective
employers understand the meaning
of an Ohio high school diploma, she
said.
Sometimes students change
career goals and discover that, for
example, three or four years of

math are needed and "find
themselves in a bind," Dr. Wallace
L. Terwilliger, chairman of the
mathematics and statistics department, said.

■ THE UNIVERSITY must offer a
course such as Math 090 to bridge
that gap, he said.
The blame for students not being
adequately prepared for collegelevel classes is shared by students,
teachers and parents, Dr. David G.
Elsass, dean of the College of
Education, said.
"A teacher does have a certain
amount of responsibility," but each

student also has a share of that
responsibility, he said.
Elsass said he believes the bill
will not pass, adding that he opposed such a plan because of difficulties in identifying the set of
tests to do the job that Pope envisions.
Elsass said he would favor competency level tests designed by
each district.
IF EACH district was held accountable for the competency of
it's students, then each district
would design its own test.
Elsass' option is somewhat
similar to another bill also in the

friOSU student sells
burgers for credit

weather
Sunny, cold. High 15F
(-0C), low SF (-16C), 0 percent chance of precipitation.

by Bart Porter
staff reporter

Photo identification cards that
would eliminate the use of separate
validation and ID cards for University students are being planned by
the Student Government Association.
The cards would be distributed to
students beginning fall quarter and
cost about $1 each, Senator Michael
McGuire said.
According to McGuire, the cards
would be modeled after the state's
driver's licenses, with the student's
picture in the upper right corner.
They would contain the same information as current University ID
cards.
A validation sticker would be
placed on the reverse side, replacing the paper cards now in use,
McGuire said.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Driving a University Shuttle Service van seems to be a lonely job tor Mark
Mallsheakl. Junior radio television and film major. Lack of patrons on car-

tein shuttle bus runs has caused the Student Government Association to
change some of the routes.

Shuttle Service modified to balance usage
by Bart Porter
staff reporter

Because of an uneven amount of student use, the University Shuttle
Service is modifying its day and evening routes.
Two free off-campus loops will be added Monday to the daylight-hour
routes, transporting students from campus to area stores and
businesses, according to Dana L. Kortokrax, Student Government
Association coordinator for the service.
Evening route A, which caters to persons living on the north side of
campus, is being canceled because of lack of use, and two buses will
run on route B, which is available to students living on the University's
south side, Kortokrax said.
"Some of the buses are having to turn people away because they are
packed, while other buses have hardly any people riding," she said.

STUDENTS ARE unhappy about waiting for shuttle vans and finding
them filled with passengers, she said.
"I'm afraid students will stop using the service because it's not a big
enough convenience," she added.
Although overloading is a problem for the service during evening
runs, many of the day routes are only transporting five or six persons
during each campus loop, Kortokrax said.
'' Many of these riders are boyfriends or girlfriends of the drivers that
they're dragging onto the bus to ride with them," she said.
"It's hard to justify paying drivers' fees and gas for mileage if no one
is going to use it," she added.
Despite the problems, Kortokrax said, the service is transporting
about 100 riders each day.
Kortokrax said she plans to publicize route changes so students will
not be confused when their regular bus doesn't arrive.

Details of report undisclosed

Graduate College investigation completed
by Paul O'Donnell
staff i

The investigation by Dr. Winifred
O. Stone, assistant dean and director of admissions for the Graduate
College, into alleged racial
discrimination in the Graduate College apparently has been completed.
In Stone's Oct. 19 report, he wrote
.that three departments and one
'area - a graduate degree program
not associated with a department were charged with racial
discrimination, adding that corrective action had been taken and the
grievances resolved in all but one
department.
However, both Dr. Elmer A.
Spreitzer, acting dean of the
Graduate College, and Dr. Richard
R. Eakin, vice provost for institutional planning and student affairs,
admitted last quarter that Stone's
written report was vague.
When contacted yesterday and on
several earlier occasions, Stone
refused to consent to an interview
regarding the report, its specifics
and the progress of the remaining
department
that
needed
assistance.

continued on page 4

SGA looks
at possibility
of photo ID
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) An enterprising Ohio State
University student has turned an independent study project into a method of working nis way through college.
Richard- Daum took to the
streets this week with his kitchen on wheels, selling
Buckeye Burgers.
A junior from Warren,
Daum will earn 30 academic
credit hours by writing
papers describing his experiences in building the
business.
The money be will earn as
he wheels around the campus area selling his "healthy
hamburger" is yet to be
determined.
The price per burger,
$1.50, compares favorably to
other fast food
establishments in the vicinity, but that Is where the
similarity ends, Daum said.
He provides a quarterpound of fresh ground beef
on a whole wheat bun with
toppings such as naturally
aged cheese and alfalfa
sprouts. Fresh cut french
fries and soft drinks round
out the current menu.
The Buckeye Burger stand
looks like a little cabin on
wheels. Inside the former
camping trailer Is a full
complement of kitchen
equipment installed by
Daum, 26, and a few helpers
over the last two years.

Ohio House sponsored by State
Rep. Edith Mayer (R-Mount Healty).
Her bill requires local school
districts to adopt minimum
achievement standards for each
course to meet each district's
goals.
This concept "would be more
adaptable to local concern and
priorities," State Rep. Robert E.
Brown (R-Perrysburg) said.
Brown, co-sponsor of the Mayer
bill, explained that because of the
varied demographics across the
state, it is difficult to determine at

BOTH SPREITZER and Eakin
agreed Wednesday that "his
(Stone's) position is that it's a dead
issue."
Eakin and Spreitzer first said
they did not know if Stone's investigation was still in progress.
However, Eakin contacted Stone by
telephone and Stone told Eakin,
"With reference to the report, the
work has been completed in all
departments."
Stone's investigation into the

"There is no way
that it would be constructive for us to
discuss the particulars of the
report."
alleged racial discrimination was
commissioned by University President Hollls A. Moore Jr. in
response to demands presented to
the University last May 24 by
minority students.
In his report. Stone said the investigation was initiated prior to
the presentation of the demands
and was delegated to him by Dr.

John La Tourette, former dean of
the Graduate College.
STONE WAS ASKED to report his
findings to the provost by last June
30, and Eakin said Stone reported
verbally to him on June 29.
But, Eakin added yesterday that
he has not received any further
reports from Stone.
Spreitzer said, "Win (Stone) and
I have never talked about the particulars of the cases. But Win has
assured me that there has been a
resolution."
Spreitzer said he first received
assurance from Stone two or three
months ago that the investigation
had been completed and all
grievances resolved. He also
received this same assurance
Wednesday morning, he added.
BOTH EAKIN and Sprietzer said
they were satisfied with Stone's
report.
"There is no way that it would be
constructive for us to discuss the
particulars of the report," Eakin
said.
"Even though I'm ignorant to the

particulars," Spreitzer said,
"Stone must have a good reason to
believe that the need isn't there."
Eakin said the minority students
who requested the investigation
also are satisfied with the results.
EAKIN SAID he met last quarter
with Black Student Union
members, Joseph C. Jordan and
Angela L. Foote, regarding the
report.
"When they left, I felt in large
measure that they were satisfied,"

"It's my impression that no one
came forth with the
type of allegation
that would result in
formal charges."
he said.
However, Gerald E. Krygier,
president of the Graduate Student
Senate, apparently is not satisfied.
"I think that there isn't enough
known to make a judgement," he
said.
Krygier said he met with Stone
Wednesday and Stone also would
not discuss the specifics of the in-

vestigation with him.
KRYGIER SAID be became interested in the report because GSS
represents all graduate students.
Release of the specific information missing from the report would
damage the credibility of the
counseling approach used by Stone
to resolve the grievances, he added.
Eakin said that, based on discussions with Stone, Stone counseled
the advisers and faculty members
in the departments charged with
discrimination and attempted to
change their attitudes.
"I see the case as one or more
students making vague perceptions
about insensltivity toward blacks,"
Spreitzer said.
However, both Eakin and
Spreitzer agreed that only Stone
knows the number of students and
faculty members involved in the investigation.
"It's my impression that no one
came forth with the type of allegation that would result in formal
charges," Eakin said.
"Apparently the students who
lodged those concerns saw
change," he added.

HE ADDED that the cards would
be laminated to prevent breakage.
McGuire said the idea for the
cards originated fall quarter when
Senator Stephen J. Evanko Jr. proposed the project.
Evanko, McGuire and Senator
Bonita J. Hogg began researching
the project to determine if students
would be interested in the cards,
McGuire said.
"Our studies indicate there is a
student need for the cards, and I'm
confident we will get them,"
McGuire said.
MCGUIRE SAID the success of a
photo ID system at the Student
Recreation Center and students'
willingness to purchase those cards
for $1 also prompted the committee
to pursue the idea.
"Since students were paying $1
for rec center cards, we decided
students wouldn't complain paying
the same price for an all-purpose
campus ID card," McGuire said.
The cost of the card would be added to the general tuition fee, with
the adniinistration's permission,
McGuire said.
"We've now got to go through the
process of getting the cards OK'd
by the Bursar's Office, but we're
confident we won't have any problem," he said.
"WE HAVE fall quarter as our
goal for getting the cards out to the
students, but getting the equipment
to take photographs, laminating
the cards and mass producing
16,000 IDs is an extremely long process," McGuire said.
The committee has not determined what the process would cost, but
students would buy the cards for
less than production costs,
McGuire said.
According to John Ketzer, an administrator at the rec center, the
cost of the center's photo ID card
process was $1,278 for camera,
laminating equipment and supplies.
Although the rec center ID
system began as a security
measure to prevent non-members
from using the center, students are
buying the cards because it Is
easier to show them than two
pieces of identification, Ketzer
said.
MCGUIRE SAID that having to
use separate University ID and
validation cards is a common complaint of the students.
"Separate cards are something
people have never liked, but the
new photo IDs will make it more
convenient for students to identify
themselves," McGuire said.

opinion—
Canadian govt.
spoils Iran's fun
The Canadian government has its nerve.
How dare it spoil the well-planned and intently
followed seizure o! 50 American hostages in Tehran by
smuggling six Americans back home through the
Canadian embassy!
It's unbelievable how much cheating exists in today's society. Weren't those northerners ever taught
that cheating is unfair and even nasty?
The rules of the hostages game were certainly clear
enough that everybody could understand them-the
hostages were captured forcibly, fair and square, they
were Kept tied up and forbidden to speak for almost
three months, and U.S. journalists were all respectfully expelled.
Iran's Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh unquestionably has a legitimate right to treat the remaining
hostages more harshly than before. After alL if they
weren't punished, somebody might think that Tehran's
student militants were incapable of carrying out a simple act of terrorism.
Besides, who asked those sneaky Canadians to butt
in anyway? They're just trying to hog the space under
the spotlight that the militants nave worked so long and
hard to acquire.
Hopefully, the hostages that are going to be punished
will understand the necessity for this action. Cheating
on the rules of the game simply cannot be condoned if
we are to live in a rational, logical world of mature
relationships.
The Canadians have brought these problems upon
the hostages. All they had to do was inform the Iranian
government of their intentions and all of this could
have been avoided. But no -they had to play sneaky
and break the rules.
Perhaps, if the Canadian government can return the
six Americans the same way they got them out, all can
be forgiven. If not, the hostages may have all
privileges removed until further notice. It s only fair.

Selling the Olympics
Ah, the thrill of victory, the
agony of defeat and the profits of
commercialism!
Of course, it's the I960 Olympic
Games to which I refer. And it's not
hard to fugure out why. A cursory
Paulg Winslow
gkince through ariy i recent
magazine, a quick look'atttbVdbtt " refer to the kind endbrsed1 by the
likes of Fred Flintstone, Count
tube, a snort stare at the mammoth
billboards tell the story-nearly Cbocula and Sugar Bear. Can you
see the svelt Fred and Barney
every product under the sun is begracefully gliding across the ice,
ing sold by the Olympics.
paired up with someone of Dorothy
Why, If we believed all we saw
and read, it surely wouldn't shock
Hamill's caliber? Bruce would Just
us to see some healthy, robust
shudder.
Designer jeans. How would you
19-year-old athlete, probably a
slolem skier or trackster, posing in
like to see one of those musclebound, 400-pound wrestling whopfront of a Canon camera and guzzling a cold Budweiser, while spoonpers squished into a body-hugging
pair of Calvin Klein Jeans? He proing up some Dannon yogurt in between gulps of Coke.
bably couldn't fit his ug toe
through the leg openings.
But although counUess products
already bear the famous Olympic
HEMORRHOID medication.
logo, there is another truckload of
Bobsledders and lugers might be
items on which we'll probably
supportive of such a product, but
never see Olympic endorsements:
would they admit it?
SNACK FOODS. You know, the
Cream-filled sponge cakes.
kind that leave your fingers slimy
Every mother knows Twinkies,
and your breath devastatingly
quality and wants her child to grow
disgusting. Imagine a volleyball
up fat and flabby so he can sit and
player flubbing a serve because of j drink beer and Coke and eat yogurt
while watching the Olympics on
bis slippery grip, caused by a
Fritos binge. Or how about the I TV, doesn't she?
Maybe by the time we're getting
wrestler who wins his match
because he inadvertenUy asphyx-. ready for the 1964 Olympics, the
lated his opponent when he breath- advertising wizards of Madison
ed his Dorito breath on him?
, Avenue will have figured out a way
Anti-perspirant. Come on, how to use athletes to peddle Junk food
and deodorant
could any red-blooded hypervenUntil then, I guess we should be
tilating, sweat-dripping athlete
successfully peddle anti-perspirant thankful that we can feel athletic
by downing a cold beer.
or deodorant, lest it be Lysol?
Pre-sweetened
breakfast
Praia Wuulow is MMaj|ra
cereals. Not to be confused with
Bruce Joiner's beloved Wheaties. I editor ef the News.
,
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The Joe DiMaggio of academia
I was heading for the lounge here
at the office the other day, when I
overheard a couple of voices that
didn't belong to staff members.
I cleverly ducked behind the
microwave and listened. I made
out the voices as belonging to a couple of professors who had bopped
across the hall to sample our bottomless salad bar.
They were talking about a professor in another department, it
sounded gossipy. I didn't want to
print what they were talking about
without verification, so I had a contact in this professor's department
plant a bugging device.
HERE'S A portion of what it
picked up:
"Good ,
*4, morning,
r>an,*™(lnvaslon ofprivacy laws
are very clear here)."
"Morning, Leo. How 'bout those
Falcons?"
"Boy, what a game. By the way,
did you hear the news?"
"Now, Dean, don't tell me. I've
heard rumors flying about that the
president was going to name a
committee to increase the
economical use of pork by Food
Services. I guess an ad hoc committee on adding ham hocks."

focus
John Lammers
"NO, LEO. I beard Dr. August
was given tenure."
"No kidding."
"You don't sound pleased. You
know, this is quite a feather in the
college's cap."
"Yes, I know, but..."
"When we recruit for faculty,
he'll sure be a plus. Yep, it's guys
like him that will make this college
tops at the University and put us on
the academic map."
true, stffll"
"Leo, Dr. August is everything a
professor should be..."
"But, Dean..."
"But.."
"TTIATS

"MASTER'S from Harvard."
"But.."
"Ph.D. from Columbia. This man
is a professorial Joe Dimaggio he
makes Albert Schweitzer seem like
Genghis Kahn, he..."
"But he's a MUTE!"

"A what?"
"A mute. He can't talk. Dr.
August has been teaching at this
University for seven yean and he's
a mute."
"Wed, what do you know? A
mute. I've noticed that he's never
been very talkative. I. always
thought that the unfavorable student evaluations were because of
these apathetic students who would
go to any length to throw their tuition down the toilet Well, 111 say
one thing for Dr. August: He's certainly never let it get in the way of
his Job."
"How can you say that?"
CMON, Leo, don't be so petty.
He's an outstanding tasahaf, lint
look at his credentials."
"Look at the facts. Dean. He's a
mute; be can't talk in front of a
class, be can't talk in front of
anything. He lives year-round in
North Dakota; be drops In at the
University once a quarter to pick
up Us mall and hand out the final.
What kind of teacher is that?"
"All right, you may have a point,
he might be a little deficient in certain teaching techniques and be

falling short of a total commitment
to his classes. But what are we going to do about it?"
"There's nothing you can do he's got tenure."
"Maybe we can arrange a leave
where be could improve his
teaching skills."
"DEAN! A leave Isn't going to
help him unless it's with a faith
healer."
"listen, Leo, maybe we don't
have to do anything at all Dr.
August has gone this far without
anyone noticing. And it would be
nice to keep a man of his status
around on the faculty."
"I don't believe this." _
"We could put him in the Intro
olaama, toss in a few gaduatc
assistants and everything will
seem normal."
"FOR crying out loud."
Hey, Leo, relax. If we can hold
out with him teaching for another
three or four years, it'll be OK.
Then we can put htm in a sport
where be can't hurt us. We'll make
him an administrator.''
Joha Lammers Is news editor of
the News.

letters
Not all geography
Registration editorial
Thanks UAO films
professors inadequate I would like to extend sincere narrow, misleading
Having had several of the professors in the geography department, we feel that the comments of
Jeff Hockman in his letter of Friday, Jan. 25, 19(0, gave an unfair
image of this department. The professors we have encountered in mis
department have been very personable and willing to help any student with difficulties. Lectures for
the most part have been both Interesting and Informative. Questions have always been encouraged
and recognized. Unlike Mr.
Hockman, we each feel that we did
receive our money's worth from
the profeaaors we had. In fact we
enjoyed the professors enough to
want to go m and visit with them
even after the quarter was over.
In his letter, Mr. Hockman did
not mention whether or not be tried
to make an appointment with his
professor. After being at this
University for four years, Mr.
Hockman should know that all professors do not religiously observe
their office hours, and often appointments are necessary. After
sitting outside of the professor's office for three weeks, didn't it occur
to you, Mr. Hockman, that maybe
you should make an appointment?
In conclusion we would like to
quote one of the professors of the
geography department, "The proverbial apple" doesn't spoil the
whole barrel.
RamoaaGoodge
4MBatcbelder
SasaaTorten
441 BatcheMer
JeriSae Beard
449 Batchelder

thanks to UAO Campus Films for
their selection of movies Thursday
night. "Allegro Non Troppo" was
one of the finer films I have seen
for some time. It was a superb
blend of animation, classical
music, and "real-life" comedy
satirically implicating Disney's
Fantasia. I am sure anyone who
saw It would agree that It was truly
a success. Bravo UAO!
Mike Fink
451Th«rrt«o

DOONESBURY

The editorial of Jan. 25 about
draft registration brought up a
good point: American youth will
not stand for fighting In "an unpopular war."
Furthermore it leads the reader
to believe that President Carter
would impose the draft "...lust for
the sake of oil." This is a pretty
narrow vi*sw.
I do not think that oil Is the major
issue here st all. The issue would be
to keep Communism from

spreading into other countries
which could lead to an attack upon
the United States. Can we as
Americans sit back and watch the
USSR take over the smaller countries of the world? Where would
that end? Even though the conflict
Is net on United States land it still
concerns us. The time has come for
a decision to be made by American
youth: are we going to fight in a
war to stop the spread of Communism or sit back (maybe in
Canada) and watch the world be
destroyed?
Andy B. Career
NfOotajhSt

by Garry Trudeau
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briefs

Celebration to highlight black history

Draft registration speakers
The Revs. ROM Miller and Larry Harris will
speak about registration for the draft at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday in the University Lutheran Chapel Lounge,
11M E. Wooster Ave. The meeting is free and
public.

'Meet the Profs' Monday
Kappa Mu Epsilon, a mathematics honorary, will
sponsor "Meet the Profs Night" at 7:30 p.m. Monday In 49S Math-Sdences Bldg. The informal session is designed for students to meet the math
department faculty and receive advice about choosing mathematics courses. The session is open to all.

Multi-media presentation
A muti-media presentation of color slides and
paintings will be included in a recital by soprano
Virginia Starr at 8 p.m. Sunday in Bryan Recital
Hall, Musical Arts Center. Starr will perform selections by Debussy, Duparc Mahler, Rachmaninoff,
Masaent and Puccini. The concert is free and
public.

YOU CAN STILL AFFORD
STERLING SILVER
AT OUR PRICES!
Valentine's Day Heart Shapes
with the Initials of your loved one
$15.50
Hand-made by our in-store silversmiths
Order now for Valentine's Day.

WOOSTER BAZAAR
325 E. Wooster

prevent Birth Defects

(IP

Paul Metcalf to read works
Paul Metcalf, author of three books and greatgrandson of author Herman Melville, will read from
his works at 8 p.m. Monday in the Commuter
Center, Moseley Hall. Metcalfs books are titled
"Genoa," "Patagoni" and "Apalacbe." His appearance is sponsored by the University Creative
Writing Program and is free and public.

'Swanne Alley' to perform
The Musicians of Swanne Alley, a group specializing in Italian and English Renaissance music will
perform at 8 p.m. today in Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center. Instruments used by the group
include the sackbutt, recorder, crumhom, lute and
violi. The concert is free and public.

Meeting for backpacking trip
A meeting for those interested in the Union Activities Organization's Appalachian Trail backpacking trip will be at 9 p.m. Monday in the Campus
Room, Union. Sign-ups now are being taken for the
trip, which will be March 20-28. A 830 deposit is due
at sign-up. Total cost is $85. For information call
Jan Minton at the UAO office, 372-2343, or 35241021.

by Paul O'Donnell
staff reporter

"This Is Who We Are" Is the
theme for the University's Black
History Month, which begins today.
Deanna Okoiti, coordinator of the
activities, said the purpose of Black
History Month is to acknowledge
the achievements of blacks in
American and world history.
This year's black cultural
celebration has been expanded
from a week of activities to a
month.
"During the 1960s, it was felt that
not enough time was being set aside
to study the achievements of
famous blacks in history," Okoiti
said.
"BUT BLACK History Month is
not Just history," she continued.
"It's the opportunity to discuss
the economic, social and religious
issues. It's the whole gamut."
Okoiti said University black
students will go into area elementary and high schools during the
last week of February to explain

Y ORGANIZATION OR LIVING UNIT THAT
HAS TURNED IN AN APPLICATION FOR A
BOOTH AT THE FEB. 16 MARDI GRAS
CELEBRATION
-INFO MEETING - 7:30 p.m. - MONDAY,
FEB. 4 - UAO OFFICE, 3rd FLOOR, UNION.
-ANY QUESTIONS CALL
MARDI GRAS HOTLINE - 372-2638.
THURSDAY NICHT IS
STUDENT NIGHT!!

Swindell

P=

at

(216)

522-4830 (collect).

24-HOUR SERVICE
Special Student Rates
352-6949
669-5031

S CHARLIES
°TCr BLIND PIC
playing Thursday, Fri., and Sat
Sandwich Specials i2.-00pm-2:S0am
serving
% Piping Pig Ham and CHeese
low beer
5 crazy steer Meat Pies Corn Beef
soft drinks

s
Precision At A Discount.

2 for 1

(For students only.)
Come by lor a special student discount card
It's good lor a whole year, and entitles you to
10 percent oil any Command Performance
service. Including our precision haircut.
Precision hairculting is our technique tor
cutting the hair in harmony with the way it
grows. So as it grows it doesn't lose its
shape Your haircut will look as good alter
five days as it does alter five minutes
A precision haircut with shampoo and
blow dry costs |ust fourteen dollars lor guys
or gals, less 10 percent ol course We also of
fer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and
conditioning No appointment needed, just
come in
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely
what you need

PIZZA

MONDAY
(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)

Monday, 5 to 8 at Pagliai's East, gat a
pizza free when you purchase another
large pizza of equal or greater value.
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick-up or eat-In only.)

PQQlfQfS

CtMait 9trfmMMce!
TUB HAMCUTTfMO PLACC

(Aft»r 5 p.m. weekdays and weekends)

Non-AAA members clip this ad
as coupon for special
money-saving rates!

Opening the celebration today Is
a "Wall of Blackness Display" at 10
p.m. In the Amani, Northeast Commons. The display Is an educational
and art exhibit depicting black
culture.

formerly ffox'8 Den

A lot o( companies will offer you an impntlanl -oundinji
title
Hut ho» many offer you u n-nlly important job.'
In Ihr Navy, you jnrt one as soon as you earn your ronv
mission. A job with responsibility. A i<>nthu( requiri-*- skill
and leadership. A job that's mm' than just a inh, I., .MINT
it's also an adventure.
If that's the kind of H>I> vourr looking lor. sign up lor
mt»rvi«w at the Placement Office or context:
Deborah I.

THE CELEBRATION was
established In 1996 by Carter G.
Woodson, who is generally
acknowledged as the father of
black history, and has been held annually.
Among the activities scheduled
are lectures, musical and
theatrical performances, jazz concerts and poetry readings.

Okoiti said the University's 21
minority organisations each
selected a theme-black maaadani
or black hairstyles-and created an
exhibit displaying that theme.
THE DISPLAY will be open
through the month of February.
On Feb. 2, Lerooe Bennett, seaior
editor of Ebony magazine, will lecture on "The Shaping of Black
America" at 8 p.m. In the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
Dr. Yoaef Ben-Yochaman, an
African anthropoligist, will speak
Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in the Amani,
on a topic yet to be announced.
Ben-Yochannan teaches history
and religion at three New York colleges and has served as advioar to
the U.S. ambassador from Zanzibar.
Other activities include musical
performances such as "Musical
Soul Revue" on Feb. 19 and "The
Afrikan Affair" on Feb. 28, and a
Jazz concert, featuring nationally
renowned trumpet player Bio
Hardman on Feb. 27.

MARDI GRAS BOOTH INFO MEETING

NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
THE MOMENT YOU
GET THE STRIPES.

Officer Programs Representative

the significance of the month.
She said the study of black
history has not been structured into
the public school systems of communities that' do not have
predominantly black populations.
"Black children need to have role
models," Okoiti said. "It is done for
other cultures and has to be done
for blacks."

•»! £5*

fount
»»»s.a»Ja
sasmi

StM

'A ♦ 1tit 1t ik
10 percent dlacount lor BO students on any
service no appointment ever needed!!

*

PHI KAPPA PSI
WINTER FORMAL

CAMPUS FILMS
Anwnaedueal*
h»fceaeabrsonfcer9mk:

fokfeHown
Chevy Chose

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
M. 112
1M ftft* PJL

210
Math-Science
$1.00 w/I.D.

We're More
Than Concerts

ALL UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATIONS
AND LIVING UNITS.
[TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO APPLY FOR A
BOOTH AT THE MARDI GRAS
CELEBRATION ON FEB. 16.
FOR MORE INFO OR ANY QUESTIONS,
CALL 372-2343 OR MARDI GRAS HOTLINE
372-2638. ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE
IN THE UAO OFFICE, 3rd FLOOR, UNION
BY6:00P.M.,IQQA^.

Jojo-Geralyn
Mark-Lori
Todd-Nancy
Chris-Lisa
Stan-Sue
Keith-Peach
Brad-Mary Anne
Larry-Judy
Jon-Lynne
Craig-Nancy
Greg-Cindy
Bill-Cindy
Dirk-Theresa
Fish-Betsy

Scott-Tracey
Card-Sis
Michael-Kitty
Scott-Pam
Brian-Beth
C.J.B.-Sandy
Dan-Julie
Jerry-Pam
Sach mo-Laura
Jim-Laurie
Byron-Cheryl
Mike-Lanette
Steve-Peggy
Ray-Vickie
Greg-Shannon

PRESIDENT'S LOUNGE
Feb. 1 1980
r*ir#iHr#'(r^Hr#1r##Ti##tHHHHrfrlr*r't;#'a'##M
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testing bill

(ram page 1

whom the tests should be directed.
WITH THE testing done by
districts, the community will set
the standards that it supports, he
added.
The district testing program in
Parma "is really helping to
upgrade the quality of education in
that community," Brown said.
Although he believes there is a
merit behind the Pope plan, Dr.
Richard Cummings, Bowling
Green school superintendent, explained some of bis reservations
behind statewide testing.
The first problem is determining

how many people will have to fail.
"Unless someone fails, you don't
have a teat," Cummings said.
Students that pass will think the
test is fairly reasonable, and those
who fail will find it extremely
unreasonable; therefore, there is
"great reluctance to step in and
make that decision, he added.
The second problem deals with
what the school system or the state
will do with those who fail.
Those who determine the contents of the test will determine the
future of high school students, he
added to his list of concerns with
the testing proposal.

classified
LOST

a

FOUNO

LMt 3 pair of ice Mam (1 Urn. 1
•M.I PLEASE CALL 1 3»»S Of
Lot! gold chain bracalat with
opal go rtwartf. Call 372 J*3L_
RIDES
MELPI I naad a no* to Rochasiar
Syracuia. NY araa. Any
weekend Will snare expenses a
irlvlng. Call Todd af7 MJ4.
SERVICES OFFERED
Sound Machine has music (or
ovary type ol party. Auditions
available In our studio. Call

UHTY HiUff i
kame Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs. Bring Us Your
toparts, Indaxas, Manuals,
arms. Programs. Bulletins and
presumes. 41 Type Faces
allable. Call The Flatlands
[Trader Newspaper; UMU8.
Pregnancy Aid a Understanding.
EMPA
353 5151 a 217 443V
lf[f|
S3M.00 weakly Guaranteed.
Work 2 hours dally at home
1(171.00 tor one hour dally I Free
brouchure. w.P.B. 075 Harrison
Ava. BfY Columbus. Ohio 43215.
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VD. early abortion at Toledo
Madlcal Services. Call <4I»>
243-317? for an aoot.

Disco Sue, Happy 21st Birthday!
There's no time like the present
so fa for It Babv. Butt.
Buy your sweetheart a carnation
for valentine's Day! Orders will
be taken by Pledge Panbellenlc
Council Feb. 4tn 4, 8th from 10-5
In University Hall. Free delivery
on campus Feb. 14th. Carnations
will be lust 11.00 each. Be sure a
order I
__
GUARANTEED PRICES. COMPLETE SERVICE-WIDEST
SELECTION.
SOUNO
ASSOCIATES 241 S. MAIN
151 15TS
Phi Delis Set your alarm clocks
for Friday. The Gamma Phi's
are ready for a wild Palama
Party. PS. Don't forget your paianmj
Thanks to all my great friends
from 4 lows Chapman especially
my roommate Denlse. a also
Lorraine, Dana, T.J. a. Gordon
tor making my 19th really
aoaclal. Love. Linda.
Thank you Phi Dells for the tea
Friday night. When It comes to
good times you really do It right!
The Alrjha Phis.
Dearest RobertB.. How do I love
pizza? Let me count the ways- all
the ways they fix it at Pagliai's.
Your friend, Elizabeth Barrett.
GET CLOBBERED AT THE
APE JUMOLB PARTY FEB. 14

WOOD CO. AAA WRECKER
IERVICE. 133 E. COURT ST.
IOWLINO ORCCN. CALL
IH 4949 AFTER 5:00 44? 5031

Tomorrow at 6 at Sub-Ma-Quick,
143 E. Wooster! Be there for our
drawing for a 5ft. sub! No pur
chase necessary. A 1st Birthday
Speclalll

Want something special for so
meone special? Personal portraits or posters any subject.
Vary reasonable prices. Call
Mike Kehoe 3IMH30.

wnai's all the racquet about? Get
psyched for Phi Mu's First An-'
nual Racquetball Marathon,
Feb.2 at the Rec Centerl Spon
sored by Bruce Heflin, Buckeye

PERSONALS
iUARANTEED
LOWEST
•RICES.
COMPLETE
IERVICE WIDEST
SELECTION. SOUNO ASSOCI*M Me
L MAIN.M3-3SH.
Jane, Me Yarzan. You Jane.
Pagliai's delivers, warmest personal regards. Tarian.
I E I U M E
TYPESETTING

■MM

Phi Mu's, get psyched lor a great
tea tonight. Come early, stay
late, the tea Is really going to
Ull,
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Ep
silon wish to congratulate Matt
Kerns on his pinning to Michelle
Romanln.
_—
Kappa Slgs, The Phi Mus are
psyched for the tea Friday
Night. Sea Ya Then!! I
IUARANTEED
LOWEST
PRICES.
COMPLETE
SERVICE WIDEST SELECTION. SOUND ASSOCIATES 24i
I. MAIN. 3S2-3H5.
The Brothers of Delta UPsilon
would like to congratulate Carole
& Alex on their O.U. lavallerlng.
Good Luck In the future.
Littles Sherri, Amy, Tlml. Lynda. Belh & Sue. The Paddle Hunt
will be such fun. & yet the fun has
lust begun! Love yo. Your bigs,
Carla, Trudy, Sue, Kathy, Ann a
Mary Ann.
Hey Hinderswoman How are you
getting to school today? Happy
21st a keep on "rolling with the
Alpha Xl's The Brothers of SAE
are psyched to be your pimps
Friday night. Let's htvt a crazy
time.

Candid Photography.
THE WELL IS COMINOI
THE WELL IS FOR YOUI
THE WELL OPENS MONDAVI
•ADDLES • LETTERS AT
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS.
31, E, WQOSTER,
HEST
PRICES.
COMPLETE
SERVICE-WIDEST SELECTION. SOUND ASSOCIATES. 341
S. MAIN. 3(3-3541.
Congratulations to the newly active Starduster's. May Stardust
tall on you forever! The Kappa
S!SA
D.G.'s. Thanks for the great time
on the ski tripl I We had an ex
cellent time & hope that you did
tool The Kaooa sips.
All University Organizations &
living units! Today It the last day
to apply for a booth at the Mardi
Gras celebration on Feb. 16. For
more info or any questions call
372-2343 or Mardi Gras Hotline
3723U8. All applications must be
In the UAO office. 3rd floor,
union by 4:00 pm TODAYII
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP. Clothing.
housewaras. Priced Lowl Open
Tuet
10 4, Fri.
Aloysius School.

1-7:18.

St.

Readers Theatre adaptation is successful
review by
Kevin Settlage
revue editor

A lack of concentration and of a
finely tuned thought process would
allow half of the entertaining
features from "The Skin Of Our
Teeth" to pass right over your
head.
The successful execution of the
Thornton Wilder play as a Readers
Theatre adaptation falls on the
shoulders of director Dr. Lois A
Cheney.

Mardi Gras Booth info meeting
Any organization or living unit
that has fumed In an application
for a booth at the Feb 16th Mardi
Gras celebration, info meeting
7:30pm on Monday. Feb. 4 at
UAO office, 3rd floor Union. Any
Questions call Mardi Gras
Hotline Wttm,
Denis*, congratulations on being
elected Panhel Secretary. Alpha
Den love & mine. Your room
matt.
Last Laugh, congratulations on
your fine performance on the ski
trip! Maybe we should change
your name to Ralph Laffertyl
The Brothers.
Beta Little Sit Ruth It Herein
Beta Little Sit Ruth It Herein
Watch the pertonalt tor more In

&
DAVE HICKS-congratmatlonton
winning the Phi Pll Football
Tournament & to Jon Fisher for a
fine 2nd place finish Phi Kappa
P«l Spirits a Traditions.
Get Crushed! Sigma Chi Crush
Party Coming Soon|l
Big Deb-Good Luck on your Inter
view Monday! I You can do It.
Love bunches Little Wendy.
Bob a Sue congratulations on
your Sigma Chi GDI pinning!
Best of Luck. Brothers of Sigma
CM.

WANTEO
Need 1 F. rmte. Wtr. a Spr. qtrs.
Own room In house. Call Lois
372 010> a 352 3*71.
1 F. rmte. needed to sublet apt
near campus. Spr qtr. only. (100
mo. Includ. mil" Call 352 0*62.
2 f. rmtet. needed to share house
1W08I school yr. Clote to com
Female rmte. Own bdrm. Green
view ADtt. Call 352-0510.
1 F. rmte. needed, school yr.
80 81 2 bdrm. apt Clote to campus Non smoker please
-Li—i
RESUME
TYPESETTING
3J2J5N
F. rmte. Spr. 80. excell.- location
to campus
Fun rmtet. Call

ift-HVF. rmte. needed. Own bdr. very
close to campus. 3541282 or

mm*.
F. rmte. need for Spr. Qtr. Apt.
on Second St. (90 a mo. a elec.
Call 354-1533.
Rmte. spring '80. 420Vi S. Sum
mil. Own bdrm. Call Dan

352 4724.
F. rmte. needed now. S77 mo a
utll. Wtr. 4 Spr. qtrs
Sue
W»<73,
I f. rmte. for Wtr. a Spr. qtr.
Clote to campus S292 qtr. Call
JM3758.
M. rmte. needed. Move In now.
Very clean, comfortable. 1 blk.
from campus. $100 mo. utll pd.
3541297.

The fabulous frequency finder
Irom WF AL. Join In the fun a win

HELP WANTS.0

Pf'Mt,
SAE's. Be ready for a GREAT
TIME frlday night at the pimp a
hooker tea. Low Aloha Xl's.

Hutch Pet Shop. Apply only if you
can work days. Experience
preferred. Apply In person daily
11-9.

the AM that itn't. Tuna In
and give ut a Irtton.

Drummer needed for newly
formed band. Call Gay at
377-6059.

WFAL

Twitch: flr»t a horror flick with
Pipe a then a P.D.P with Ika, Oh
please, give me a bit of your
"■tec/et b»|t|" CR,
Alpha Xi Delta's International
Date Party. Saturday. Feb. 2. .be
read for an excellent party time.

~

Pt time LPM needed for tmall
Nursing Home In Bg. Call
353-7651.
RESUME
TYPESETTING

Camp Courageous, a residential
camp for mentally retarded
children and adults it looking for
staff members for the 19*0
season. Positions open include
counselor, crafts director, waterfront
director,
cook,
maintenance, primitive leader,
and secretary. For an application and more Information contact: Brando L. Kohler, 670
Frazee Ave. No. 28. Bowling
Green, Ohio or phone 352-7037.
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summeryear round. (800 2000 monthly!
All fields parks, fisheries,
teaching and moral How, where
to oat lobs. 1980 employer
listings. S3. Alatco, Box 24*0
09l«t*, CA 93018,
S370/Thoutandfor envektpet you
mall. Postage Paid. Free application. NS. 5033 Road O. Pan
dora. Ohio 45877.
S370/Thousandfor envelopes you
mall. Postage Paid. Free.
W.P.B. 875 Harrison Ava. BIZ
Columbui. Ohio 43215.
Applications being accepted for
secretary receptionist a cleaning people. VJM Temporaries
352 5122,
FOE SALE
1973 Dodge Van. Air, cruise, 4
bucket seats, double bunk-bed.
Great tor camping. Good cond.
$1,200. Call 874-3664 after 5pm.
Dual turntable with Shure cartridge, $40. Seart electric
typewriter, $50. Call 352 9235
altar acm.
1967 Chevy Van. cuatom with
erasers. Foam insulated. Call
Mike Craft 9am 3pm. 3526846.

<m

The action flows from one scene
to another with few snags, allowing
the audience to listen more intently
and analyze the script, or at least to
direct the audience's attention to
what Wilder is trying to say, if
anything.
The play contains well-executed
comedy. But between the
humorous parts falls a proportionately larger amount of serious
material. The first act overflows
with thought-provoking scenes,
burdening the pace and strain'lg
audier.ne concentration. Act 2 unfolds with the best comedy in the
play.
Several performances were
emtoMMSioMMci

polished and were obviously a
growing experience for the
characters through the opportunities of educational theater.
IN THE central role of Sabina,
Valerie Young held the play
together with her comedie
characterization of the Antrobus'
maid. Her sarcastic inflections
brought life to her snippy
character. The role of Sabina supplied several humorous scenes
when Young broke out of character
and refused to go on with the play.
Cynthia Pearson proved her
ability and diversity in her portrayal as the fortune teller. Pear-

CELEBRATE THIS
FRIDAY IN A
ROCKY-HORROR
ATMOSPHERE

J
*

DRESS UP LIKE PEOPLE
OF MOVIE AND RELIVE
I'LL' LLlrLL«L LLLlfcLLlk VlililfcLLi;

As Their
Director of Complaints

»T
J

•••••••••••*•••*

■sun

win

THE BROTHERS
OF
SIGMA PHI
EPSILON

Help Students Become
Better Consumers
Join the

STUDENT
CONSUMER UNION

Welcome
Their Winter Pledges

Organizational meeting

Allan Acheson
Steve Brewer
Doug Buttertield
Chris Dunster

Wednesday, Feb. 6
9 p.m.
Court room, fourth floor
Student Services
Positions Available In:

1975 Mercury Montego. Dark
green, blk. landau roof, AC,
power steering a brakes 18
MPG. 75,000 highway miles.
81.000. 352.5043.
Advertise Your Unwanted Items

mission Only If Your Item Sells,
call 352-3539. 75,0*8 Readers
weekly 11
Valentine Gilts: Hand-made,
personalized, red satin pillows. 3
sizes available. Bowling Pin
Clown Dolls a Monkey dollschoice of colors. Order early.
Will SHI*. 669-9473.
FOR KENT
Fum. eff Ic. apt. for tublt. Greenview Aptt. Call Dan 354-1252 $204
mo. Includ. utll.
Furn. apt. 521 E. Merry near Offenhauer Towers 4 Females 95(
mo. each. 9 mo. lease. John
Newlove Reel Estate 352 6553.
House 123 Manvllle. Females.
Stove a refrlg. furn. June 15,
1980-June 15. 1980-June Newlove
Real Estate 352-6553.
831 7th St. 2 bdrm. aptt. All utll.
turn, except elec. Sllverwood
Bldg. for summer a fall. Call
John Newlove Real Estate.
352 6553.
2 bdrm. furn. apt. 724 4rh St.
#»■*♦»•
Houtet,
aptt.
a
Summer
a
fall
Ph. 35; 7365,
2 bdrm. aptt. for 4 students. Near
campus. Ph. 352-7365.
2 bdrm. apt. ONLY S24S mo. Includ. utll. Located on First St.,
eaty access to campus. Call
Michael for details 837 5627 It no
answer, call 1-174 8649 till
2:30am. Prefer grad students or
married couples.

YOU REALLY KNOCKED
'EM DOWN
love your A0 sisters

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

The
consumer

Congratulates

The r<t>B
Bowling Champs

DAVE MEIGEL

A

V
JOHN TINCLEY 5

HAPPY HOURS 2:30-5:30

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE A«t> SET

£-*

son captured the audience's complete attention as she proclaimed
her prophecy about the end of the
world. Pearson's accent was
fascinating and when blended with
her movements, created an intriguing character.
The environment for the
characters allowed a smooth flow
of interaction. The set integrated
objects mentioned in the script and
the design and positions of the platforms assisted the play's transformation into Readers Theatre.
The yellow lighting transfered
the points of attention with a steady
and fluid rhythm and accentuated
the rustic set.

Help us reach
our goal

Student National Education Association
Sunday Feb. 3 6:30 p.m. 115 Educ.
Jim Whiteman, Univ. of Toledo

"BOW TO BE A MORE CREATIVE TEACHER"
All Education majors invited.

I

I

David Hainline
Allen Hilou
Matt Lieser
Dave Mihelick

2-1-80 The BG News 6

elsewhere,
Guatemalan police reclaim
embassy as fighting kills 30
GUATEMALA CITY, Guatemala
(AP) - Police stormed the Spanish
Embassy, which had been occupied earlier yesterday by
Guatemalan peasants, and the Red
Cross said more than 30 persons
were killed.
The Embassy caught fire during
the attack. Spanish Ambassador
Maximo Cajaly Lopez, who was
wounded in the fight said, "the
police action was brutal."
Before the attack, about SO
policemen
surrounded the Duumng
building
joucemen surrounaeaine

after the occupation, then took up
positions on the first and third
floors, isolating the second-floor
embassy offices.
Firemen were called to the scene
to fight the blaze, which police said
might have been started by a
gasoline bomb.
A POLICE spokesman said the
peasants belonged to a group from
the northern region Quiche that
briefly took over two radio station
In roe
the captuu
capital on Monday and held
in

Carter thanks Canada for escape

meetings to publicize demands for
the release of colleagues they said
had been arrested.
They also called for an end to
alleged government repression of
peasants in Quiche, about 90 miles
north of Guatemala City.
The center-right government of
this
impoverished
Central
American country, headed by Gen.
Fernando Romeo Lucas Garcia,
has denied holding the peasants
and
the charges of repression.
andtnecnargesof

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter thanked
Prime Minister Joe Clark yesterday for Canada's
help in getting six U.S. diplomatic employees out of
Iran, and said be doubts the escape will cause harm
to American hostages there.
Carter expressed his gratitude in a telephone call
to Clark, whose embassy In Tehran used faked
Canadian passports and Iranian visas to spirit the
six Americans out of the country last weekend.
The president termed Canada's action' 'a tremendous exhibition of friendship and support, and I
think personal and political courage."
Congress adopted resolutions of gratitude to
Canada on Wednesday, and Canada's embassy here
■
■■
■

and consulates around the country were besieged
with countless telephone calls expressing thanks.
CLARK TOLD Carter he hoped that disclosure of
the secret operation by Jean Pelletier, a
Washington correspondent for a Montreal
newspaper. La Presse, would not endanger the 50
Americans held captive by Iranian militants in
Tehran.
"I don't believe that the revelation of their departure from Iran will be damaging to the well-being of
our other hostages," Carter replied. "You are nice,
and very perceptive, to express that concern."
Five reporters listened to Carter's end of the conversation and the president told them what Clark
said.

It's de ja vu as draft registration draws protests
bv Aaaodata
by
Associate Pratt
Press

President Carter's call for draft
registration is prompting old antiwar hands to join in protests with
students who were grade schoolers
when the nation's campuses
erupted In opposition to the Vietnam war.
"Suddenly this is very personal,"

eolrl an
an unidentified
unirlantlfiaH woman
wnman at
mt a
a
said
protest rally that drew a thousand
people at Harvard University. "My
brother burned bis draft card in
1968, and now it's my turn."
Around the nation, ad hoc groups
were set up - many with roots in
Quaker organizations or in antiwar organizations of the 1960s - to
stage protest marches and rallies.

namfinitpttlnnt
Demonstrations

hctfltl
aftar
began after
Carter's State of the Union address
on Jan. 23, and more are scheduled
in California, Michigan, Texas and
Missouri.
At Harvard and the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor, "Hell no,
we won't go" was the familiar
refrain Wednesday; at Columbia
University, about SO pro-draft and

I niventit) Village &
I nivrrsiu ( ourl
Wi'rroi A ( Imiuli "MM</-

READ THE NEWS

antLnVa#t protesters
lawa'a^a^w ornitflAH
anti-draft
scuffled MI»
over
the American flag during an antidraft rally that drew 500 people.

AT SOME campuses, support for
the president ran high. Sixty-seven
percent of those questioned in a
random telephone survey by the
Ohio State University student
government said they backed draft
registration. And 63 percent said
women should be required to
register.

Ilirf at
at ths
nj r'nllfn^
MI«U.. of
But
the TTnU,«
University
California at Berkeley, a similar survey
snowed 68 percent of those questioned opposed reinstatement of the
draft. Carter has not suggested
relnstituting the draft, however.

"It's kind of a deja vu for me,"
said the Rev. Richard Dannenfelser, Brown University's
assistant ""nplntn. as about 300
students packed a campus
auditorium Wednesday for a

Now Leasing, beginning Feb. 4
Student Rentals - 9 mo. lease only
I'hiin.:

i'.JDH.I

activists.
The "characters have changed
but war Is soil brought to you by the
same people-the military," said
Dannenfelser, a veteran of the
1960s anti-war movement. "The
military trains you and teaches you
to kill and be violent. I'm completely opposed to this thing."
Counter-demonstrators turned
out in some areas, brt there ware
no violent confrontations

THE
ART STUDIO

itmv lilofl, solilll ■>/ lliirsliiininI
*

Offirr Hours:

rliasuiaainrt
ail it*\
Iw anti-draft
n*wHdiscussion set
up by

Artist Materials
& Supplies

Mmilu: '>..', /,

Mini. I Inn s: h-'l fi.ni.

itffu v '"> tilTit
Irixl Imiltliiiii

BUfli

Mat Cutting Service

■••mill rllll !■/
\IIIIII

188 S. Main St., Mini Mall
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. • 5 p.m.

Kmiil.

352-4911
>——■»«

PRESENTS
WITH THE SUPPORT OF WFAL

BREATHLESS
IN CONCERT
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

CHARLIE WIENER

SUN. FEB. 3,8:00 P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM
TICKETS $3.50 ALL SEATS RESERVED
UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE
FINDERS
SOURCE

NO FOOD, BEVERAGES OR SMOKING IN THE GRAND BALLROOM

TOP THE WEEKEND OFF GREAT WITH
AN ENJOYABLE EVENING WHICH WILL LEAVE YOU BREATHLESS!!
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sports
No jokes

Battle of unbeatens

BG gymnasts host rival Kent State
by Ken Kopp«l
staff reporter

Rumor has it that prior to last
year's state championship meet,
Kent State's gymnasts had already
made shirts proclaiming
themselves the 1979 champions.
They should have waited,because
when the final results were
tabulated, Bowling Green's squad
emerged as the victor.
Still, it is hard to fault Kent's
overzealousness. The Golden
Flashes, who invade the North
Gym tomorrow at 1 p.m., are the
most dominant team ever in the
state.
SINCE KENT'S gymnastic program was formed in 1959, they have
yet to lose a dual meet to another
Ohio school. In fact, last season's
134.35-133.15 loss to the Falcons for
the state title, was the first loss

ever to a state school in any form.
The Flashes captured the state
meet the first four years of its existence before BG put the trophy in
its case. Despite this lapse of
Kent's superiority, they are by no
means any weaker this year than in
past seasons.
BG coach Charles Simpson said
that both squads are scoring equally in this season's meets, which
should make Saturday's encounter
a dandy. The BG gymnasts,
undefeated in seven tries this year
are averaging 129.3 ponts a meet
and are currently riding the crest
of an 11-meet unbeaten streak, with
their last defeat coming at the
hands of Kent 133.60-132.45 last
season.
Kent coach Rudy Bachana is confident of stopping BG's skein and
avenging the last meeting between
the two rivals.

"WE'LL BE ready Saturday,"
Bachna said. "If we hit the bars
and the beam well, with few interruptions or falling, we should succeedMeanwhile, Simpson is just as
confident of keeping KSU at bay.
"This year we have as good a
chance as ever," be said of handing
Kent its first dual meet defeat.
"We're stronger and we're at
home. If anything's going to do it,
it's going to be our depth."
Simpson said in order to succeed,
the gymnasts must take that depth
and formulate it into three
categories.
"It's going to take confidence,"
Simpson began. "It's like our football team hosting Penn. St. or
Oklahoma. You walk on the field
and you think, my god, there's no
way you can beat them.

"AND WE'VE had that kind of
attitude in the past. Kent has that
kind of aura about them, but we
proved last year we can beat them.
"Number two we have to hit our
routines without making mistakes
like we did against Ohio State and
West Virginia. And number three,
we've got to stay healthy."

"I'm working on the confidence
part right now," he said. "Last
week, the best confidence buildier
we could have had was when we
beat Ohio State and West Virginia.
"We had a good week of practice
without any pressure. We had a
week where we could practice and
realz and we did a lot of new
things."
Simpson added that these new
routines will be a part of tomorrow's meet.

Cagers get break before BSU rematch
Round one in the Mid-American
Conference basketball race is nearly over, and Monday night round
two begins for Bowling Green.
And round two will be no easy
task for BG, which plays five of its
last eight games on the road.

The Falcons, 15-3,8-1 in the MAC,
travel to Muncie, Ind., Monday to
take on the Ball State Cardinals, a
team which sports a 9-10,3-6 mark.
This is the same BSU team which
led by freshman Ray McCallum's
16 points, lost to BG 80-79 in the

MAC Basketball Standings
Bowling Green
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Miami
Western Michigan
Kent State
Ball State
Ohio

All Games
W-L
15-3
14-4
9-8
10-8
10-9
6-13
9-10
5-14
9-10
5-14

MAC
W-L
8-1
7-1
■i.1
4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5
4-7
34
2-7

friendly confines of Anderson
Arena (where the Falcons are 10-0
this season).
MCCALLUM assumes a starting
role in this second meeting of the
season, averaging 17.8 points, and
is also joined by forwards
sophomore John Williams (10.5),
and junior Al Gooden (11.1) bowling Green, which leads the
series 14-3, is led by Joe Falne, with
a 17.2 average, Marcus Newbern
(14.3), and Colin Irish (11.4). Irish
also leads the team in rebounding,
averaging 8.6 per game.

American
Cancer Society.!

AEA PROUDLY
CONGRATULATES
THEIR NEW ACTIVES S
Betsy Ball
Kim Cope
Melody Davis
Marv Deibel
Sally First
Sue Hecker
Tammy Lee
Jill Lloyd
Tracy McSkimming
Cathy Marker

Colleen Murphy
Laure Nav
Tammy Potter
Lynne Ruetty
Jenni Samuel
Tammy Siudak
Ann Stolte
Julie Welborn
Leslie Will
Tammy Zofka

And A Special Congratulations to
Outstanding Pledge:
Julie Welborn
WINTER OLYMPIC PREVIEW!

BGSU vs.
POLISH
OLYMPIC TEAM
TUESDAY, FEB 5

7:30 P.M.
ICE ARENA BGSU
THE 1980 WINTER OLYMPICS
BEGIN FEB. 12 AT LAKE PLACID
WHEN THE WORLD COMES TO
AMERICA.
ON FEB. 5 THE POLISH OLYMPIC
HOCKEY TEAM COMES TO
BOWLING GREEN TO PLAY THE
FALCONS IN AN EXCITING
PREVIEW TO THE OLYMPIC
GAMES

TOIL FREE
9 o.m. - 10 p.m.

1-8O0-438-8039

The remainder of the conference
is also in action.
Second-place Toledo hosts
Western Michigan cellar-dweller
Ohio travels to Miami, and Northern Illinois hosts Easter
Michigan.
In the only non-conference tilt,
Kent State hosts Navy.

"How many Polish hockey
players does it take to score a
goal?"
"I don't know, how many?"
"Three - one to shoot the puck
and two to move the net."
While there are probably
enough Polish hockey puns to fill
a Don Rickles monologue, Bowling Green coach Jerry York isn't
taking Tuesday's game against
the Polish Olympic hockey team
as a joke.
Season tickets for the 7:30
p.m. faceoff are not valid, but
tickets are on sale at the
Memorial Hall ticket office and
will be available at the door.
"The game will be the closest
we'll come to playing a professional team," York said.
"That's their country's profesional team. It will be a great
learning experience for us."
The time the Poles spend in
BG will offer a "learning experience" for more than just the
hockey team.The Polish team offers the entire community a little bit of international color.
WHEN WILL the next opportunity be for this community to
see a game like this? Not until
1984 at least. I'm not saying that
everyone should have Polish
sausage for dinner Tuesday, but
the game will give BG fans a
chance to see how European
hockey is played.
If anyone has ever seen the
Russian national team in one of
its visits to the United States,

sideline
Dave Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

then you know what style of play
the Poles use.
The premium is on accurate
passing, disciplined skating and
control of the puck in the center
ice zone. Those are some of the
things York has been trying to
initiate in the leers' game this
season.
THE GAME is the first of four
against college teams for
Poland. Michigan will provide
the opposition Feb. 6, followed
by games at Michigan State
Feb. 8 and Union College in New
York Feb. 10. They will open
Olympic competition Feb. 12
against Finland in Lake Placid.
Poland is in the "red" division
of the Olympic slate with the
U.S.S.R., Canada, Holland,
Japan and Finland. The U.S.
team is in the "blue" division
with West Germany, Romania,
Norway and Czechoslavakia.
Prior to the game, both national anthems will be played
and the players will exchange
gifts.
So, while there are Polish
jokes everywhere, the Polish
Olympic hockey team should not
be taken lightly. They're a good,
solid club that should entertain
the fans with quality hockey.

Aaron
denies piness
quote
against Rose
CINCINNATI (AP)-Both Pete
with Baseball Commis-

Rose and Henry Aaron denied that
Aaron demeaned Rose' selection as
"Player of the Decade" by a national publication.
"Henry was misquoted," Rose
told a radio talk show audience in
Cincinnati.
"It's a damned lie," said Aaron.
But Aaron indicated his unhap-

sioner Bowie Kuhn as a factor in his
refusal to attend an award
ceremony Monday.
Aaron was quoted in Atlanta as
being upset about Rose' selection.
"This would be easier to take if
the vote had bean by the fans, but it
was by sports writers, people who
should know a little about

baseball," Aaron was quoted.
"As for player of the decade, I
think the things I achieved overshadowed anything anyone else
did," the Atlanta writer reported.
"I never said that I, not Pete
Rose, should have bean named
'Player of the Decade.' Pete Rose
and I are the best of friends,"
Aaron said in rebuttal.

CAMPUS FILMS

NEWS BREAKS FASTER ON
RADIO
For the scoop on the campus, national or international scene, or for weather and sports
tune into WFAL or WBGU where the Bowling
Green Radio News Organization will supply
the facts. BGRNO presents the news 4
times daily on WFAL and 12 times daily on
WBGU. Be informed. Listen to radio news
brought to you by BGRNO.

The Brothers of
KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulate Their New Winter Pledge Class \

a different
set of jaws.

R

XL

Tickets go on
sale at 8:00 p.m.
in the
Math-Science
Lobby. Call the
U.A.O. office
tonite (2-2343)
to find out if an
extra show will
be added at
1:00 a.m.
Jan. 31 - Feb. 2
Midnight
210 Math-ScienceH
1.00 w/I.D.

American Cancer Society
>+*+*»*o*mt**»*o*ot+*+*+*ot+*+M

John Seckler
Donn Shade
Steve Stanley
Craig Roberson
Jim Bunch
Craig Mayhew
Scott Reid
Rich Dunlap
Randy Cales
Bill Brown

And also Their New Actives

EXCELLENT SEATS AVAILABLE
FOR THIS OLYMPIC PREVIEW.

Rob Ashcroft
Joe Church
Jim Simmons
Doug Abercrombie
Dave Seidel
Scott Smith
Mark Miller

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
(Opart Weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.]
Bench Reserved
Adult Can- Admission
Student Gan. Admission

I

ABORTION

The Falcons take Saturday off
this weekend, but Ball State does
not - the Cardinals entertain Central Michigan, 10-7,4-4, Saturday.

Polish team is solid opponent

$3.00
$2.00
$1.50

[SORRY! ALL SPORTS PASS CANNOT
BE HONORED FOR THIS OAMEI]
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